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Across

1. A synthesis of what is known, and not 

known about the efficacy of a partcular 

intervetion based on the most robust 

evidence available for critical appraisal

5. the skewing of research data

7. A specific research technique derived 

from market research where a number of 

people are brough together to discuss a topic

12. A type of randomised controlled trial 

where neither the investigators nor the trial 

partcipants are aware of who is receiving the 

active or placebo treatment

13. A quantitative method to collect data 

from a population sample at one point in 

time

14. The extent to which the research 

instruments and concepts are stable and 

able to yield an unvarying measure

17. A design where the same 

phenomenology, an institute, custom, 

tradition, or culture is compared within two 

or more contrasting socio cultural settings

18. a selected population that is studied 

over time to investigate the effect of a 

particular factor on health outcomes

19. the selection of one or more exampes 

of a phenomenom as a unit of analysis

20. Another word for constructivism

21. A technique for obtaining a sample by 

contacting known, rather than randomly 

selected informants

Down

2. A set of guidelines and principles used 

to gather information for research

3. The 'truthfulness' or accuracy of 

research findings used to test whether an 

indicator is measuring the concept it is 

intended to measure

4. research that compares the 

characteristics of a particular phenomenon 

in the group of interest to a control or 

reference group

6. Research begins with a general area of 

interest rather than a hypothesis and moves 

on to identify the concepts emerging from 

the data

8. A method for collecting data from 

communities and groups through 

observation, interview and tha analysis or 

cultural artefacts to develop theories and 

explanations

9. A method is this

10. the practice of selecting information 

from a population

11. A non active treatment used in a trial

15. A Participant method that engages 

people in the research to gain knowledge for 

action and change

16. The refining words 'and' 'or' 'not'


